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So Blue So Blue

Edges of the Mediterranean
At the 2008 launch of So Blue, So Blue, photographer Ad van
Denderen’s documentary on the 17 countries that border the
Mediterranean Sea, the press release stated: “This immense
area is under pressure from the fast-growing tourism industry
and the political, cultural and religious tensions that the
geopolitical location brings with harbours. Here, Africa, Asia
and Europe, Christianity and Islam, rich and poor all come
together. So Blue So Blue sketches a diﬀerent picture from
the well-known sun-drenched beaches, charming hotels,
lively discos and azure sea.” Shortly after, the Greek debt
crisis (2010) and Arab Spring (2011) broke out.
For Van Denderen, So Blue, So Blue followed directly
after his project Go No Go (2003), mapping migration in
Europe as deﬁned by the Schengen treaty. There he had
already experienced the idiosyncratic eﬀect socio-economic
developments had on the Mediterranean landscape.
Surprised, shocked and intrigued, Van Denderen began
working his way around the Mediterranean Sea.
The resulting photographs depict the situation from the
perspective of a genuinely curious, non-interfering outsider.
The portrayal is contemplative, never stigmatizing, and acts
as a buﬀer against the simplifying portrayal that – in correlation
with a hardening political standpoint – dominates the media.
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